THIRTEEN MOONS IN MOTION
“Just as air is the atmosphere of the body, so time is the atmosphere of the mind; if the time in which we live consists of uneven months and days regulated by mechanized minutes and hours, that is what becomes of our mind: a mechanized irregularity. Since everything follows from mind, it is no wonder that The atmosphere in which we live daily becomes more polluted, And the greatest complaint is: ‘I just don’t have enough time!’ Who owns your time, owns your mind. Own your own time and you will know your own mind.”

Foundation for the Law of Time
www.lawoftime.org
1. Thinking about the Unthinkable

Of all the unexamined assumptions and criteria upon which we base and gauge our daily lives as human beings on planet Earth, by far the greatest and most profoundly unquestioned is the instrument and institution known as the Gregorian Calendar.

A calendar, any calendar, is commonly understood as a system for dividing time over extended periods. A day is the base unit of a calendar, and the solar year is the base extended period.

The length of the solar year is currently reckoned at 365.242199 days. The Gregorian calendar divides this duration into twelve uneven months – four months of 30 days, seven of 31 days, and one of 28 days. On the Gregorian calendar the accrued quarter day is handled by inserting February 29th every four years. This is not necessarily the most logical, nor only way of handling the accrued quarter day.

“30 days hath September, April, June, and November; all the rest have 31; except for February which has 28.” So goes the folk rhyme underscoring the illogical nature of the Gregorian calendar. By contrast, a far easier and more logical way to divide the solar year would be by thirteen 28-day months with one extra free day.

The point is this: there is no logical or scientific relation between the exact length of the year and the use of the Gregorian calendar to measure and divide that length.

Nonetheless, the Gregorian calendar is held up as the most perfect instrument for dividing time, and is in use worldwide as the official standard. Although the lunation-based calendar of Islam, the Hindus, Jews, and Chinese are still used for religious or ritual purposes, in daily economic and political affairs the Gregorian calendar prevails throughout the planet. How and why did this happen? What is the Gregorian calendar and where did it come from? Why do we continue to use it? Indeed, what is the relationship between calendars and human behavior?

If one looks under the heading 'calendar,' in the Micropaedia of the most recent Encyclopedia Britannica (1985), a full 80% of the article is devoted to the Gregorian calendar. This exemplifies the unquestioned authority granted to the Gregorian calendar. What is the basis of this authority?

All authority granted to this calendar is actually an allegiance to a late medieval Christian timing device. The authority of this device is held by the Vatican, geographically the smallest political state on the planet, yet given full political protection by the major
Western powers (the G-7: USA, Canada, United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, plus Japan).

The Gregorian calendar came about as the result of a Papal Bull issued by Pope Gregory in 1572 and implemented October 5-15, 1582. The historical context in which this calendar became the fixed standard is of the greatest significance. On the one hand, European power, instigated by acquisitive material greed and the Church’s need to gather all souls under its cross, had literally straddled the globe. Henceforth, no one could receive the ‘blessings’ of Christianity without receiving the Gregorian calendar.

In Europe itself, the Gregorian calendar succeeded at the precise moment when the final mechanization of time was being achieved. By AD 1600 the twelve-month year and the 60-minute hour had become the standard of time.

Thus, accompanying and giving form to the very origins of modern materialistic science was the final codification of the third-dimensional timing frequency, the 12:60. Needless to say, the authority and impact of this timing frequency was never questioned much less realized. Though men like Kepler and Galileo were persecuted by the Church, they did not question the authority of the calendar. And so it has been with virtually all men of science to accept without question this calendar by which they live.

It is to the fundamental discredit of all modern science and the society governed by its principles that it has continued to unquestionably accept living under what is essentially a medieval yoke of time. The Gregorian calendar is a hypnotic spell which holds all the unresolveable issues of history hidden in its illogical sequence of days, weeks, months, and years. Following this calendar can only lead to the place where we find ourselves today: a season of apocalypses, where disaster, ignorance, and error perpetuate themselves in grinding mindlessness.

The dark apocalyptic disasters of history can only repeat themselves under this medieval yoke of time. This is how Sarajevo could be the flashpoint of World War One in AD 1914, and an unresolved battle-ground in AD 1992. On an even vaster scale under this medieval yoke, we see how Babylon at the beginning of history, is now the stage-set for the end of history in present day Iraq.

Accepted by the consensus community of Europe and the United States by the 1750s, the Gregorian calendar also proved the perfect template for the maxim ‘time is money,’ by which all modern life is valued or, more precisely, devalued. Interest banking and the tax structure of all modern states follow the illogical construct of the Gregorian calendar: all the loopholes are for those with money and power, and the rest is to keep you confused.

Clearly, history is not democratic, and democracy itself is a hoax to keep us in the illusion of power and security. History is the scrip of those in power, and whoever holds the power writes the history. No one was even asked about the Gregorian calendar, and so we all follow it as if this were the only way to deal with time.

No one has ever considered the effects of the timing frequency or standard under which we live, nor have we ever been given the opportunity to consider, “what if?” yes, what if
we lived under a different standard of time? Ask the Australian aborigine, the Amazon forest dweller, the Native American on the ‘res’ (reservation), what happened to their time and you’ll soon see that it is in the interest of the G-7 to keep us in the Vatican’s yoke.

Yes. To think about the Gregorian calendar is to think about the unthinkable. But if you don’t take the time to start thinking about it now, you may forfeit the only time you’ve got.

2. Of Moons, Mayans and the 13-Moon Calendar

Through most of its 26,000 year history, homo sapiens has followed the moon and used moon calendars. The moon is fickle and erratic. It is of nature, subtle, and elusive. By current reckoning, it turns on its axis every 29.5 days, the length of a synodic lunation, which is why we always only see one side of the moon.

A synodic lunation of 29.5 days, the duration of one moon cycle seen from the Earth, is only one of the lunation cycles from which lunar computations can be made. There is also a sidereal lunation cycle of 27.33 days (taken from the duration of the moon to return to a fixed point in the sky); the 27.32 day tropical cycle (taken from the celestial longitude), and the draconic cycle of 27.2 days (taken from the time it takes the moon to return to the same node).

Right up to the 20th century pre-agricultural humans, like the Lakota, have followed a vague or unfixed moon calendar. The fact is that during one solar year there is always a 13th lunation which transits from one solar year to the next. The taboo nature of the number 13 seems to stem from the mysterious 13th moon. There is an eleven day discrepancy between the length of the solar year of 365.242199 days and twelve complete synodic lunations of 354.36706 days. The number of days in thirteen synodic lunations amounts to 383.5, a discrepancy of 18.25 days more than the solar year.

The discrepancy between days of the solar year and lunation cycles only became a problem for civilized man, for woman has always naturally carried the thirteen moons within her being. The female menstruation cycle of 28 days is the mean between the synodic lunation cycle of 29.5 days and the other lunation cycles of less than 27.5 days. Factor the mean lunation cycle of 28 days into the solar year and the result is thirteen moons, or 364 days, one day less than a mean solar year.

Once agricultural lifestyles were developed in the area of the planet now known as the Middle East, the male priesthood seized power. The question of a calendar became a matter of developing an instrument of power. The male power became associated with the sun, while the female was associated with the moon. A calendar based on the exclusivity of the solar year became paramount. The Egyptian division of the circle into 360 degrees, subdivided into twelve parts of 30 degrees each, provided the male priesthood of Egypt and Mesopotamia the norm for their celestially oriented ‘male solar’ hierarchies. This occurred some five thousand years ago, ca. 3000 BC.

Thus, in Babylonia and Egypt were born the twelve houses of the zodiac (and traditional western astrology), and the twelve-month calendar. Since twelve months of 30 days yield
only 360 days, an extra five-day purification period was added on to complete the solar year. The chief function of the Babylonian priests of the calends was to correlate the cycles of the moon with the solar year. By 1500 BC, the system of the 360 degrees of the circle divided into twelve as an approximation of, or even replacement for the lunation cycles, spread to India and China. The twelve is based on the division of space – a circle, and not time – the thirteen moons.

From Babylonia and Egypt the ‘solar power’ of the circle of twelve spread to Greece, and thence to Rome. It was Priscius Tarquinus, early king of Rom, (616-579 BC) who is credited with development of the calendar from which the Gregorian is ultimately derived. The names of the Gregorian months are all Latin and come from this early Roman calendar.

By the time of the rise of the Christian Church, AD 500-1000, the Roman calendar of twelve months of uneven days in disregard of the lunation cycles was an established fact. At the beginning of the Age of Conquest, AD 1500 it was known as the Julian calendar and was based on the synodic year of 365.25 days. The Gregorian calendar is based on the tropical year of 365.242199 days.

However minute the fractional difference is between the synodic and tropic years, it should not obscure the actuality that the Gregorian calendar is an uneven and illogical distribution of days derived from a male priesthood tradition that stems from Babylonian civilization. It is a tradition of time reckoning based on the Egyptian division of the circle, which is a division of space and not time, and in which all taboos of the number thirteen are fully incorporated.

It is precisely this power of thirteen, associated with witchcraft and the devil, that the conquering Europeans confronted head-on when they arrived in the ‘New World.’ For here was a tradition of time and knowledge even more precise and fully developed that in Europe, completely based on the thirteen. We are referring here to the calendrical and mathematical system of the Maya upon which all Mesoamerican (Mexico and Central America) civilization was based.

There was no chance of real dialogue where the Christian priests and their zealous soldiers were concerned. Men of learning were put to death, and libraries burned. The world was deprived of an understanding of time that was based not on the spatial divisions of the circle but on the lunar-galactic power of thirteen.

Of course, because of the hypnotic spell of the Gregorian calendar – the Dreamspell of history – you won’t find a discussion on the Mayan understanding of time in the Encyclopedia Britannica entry on calendars. That is the Mayan Factor, the overlooked factor in any accounting of human affairs. Yet if we remain only in the spell of the Gregorian calendar and ignore the Mayan Factor, then truly we are lost.

The Mayan timing frequency is 13:20 and not 12:60. thirteen refers to the thirteen galactic tones or powers of creation, which are also encoded in the thirteen moons or annual lunations. 20 refers to the 20 solar frequencies encoded as the 20 icons or solar seals. Upon this timing frequency was based the tzolkin or 260-kin “sacred calendar.”
Combined with the solar cycle of 365 days, the tzolkin gave the Maya the fractal yardstick by which they could construct calendars and timing systems that demonstrate the harmonic order of the solar system and galaxy in general. Within these constructs, the Maya also maintained lunar calendars and eclipse cycles of utmost precision.

Because the basis of the Mayan calendar was the 260-kin tzolkin and not the 360 degree circle, there was no need to correlate the lunation cycle to the solar year through the abstract concept of ‘months.’ The Mayan mathematic, based on an elegant and more sophisticated dot-bar notation system, is vigesimal and not decimal, that is, based on 20’s rather than 10’s. This gives the Mayan mathematical system a fractal and exponential flexibility not exhibited by the decimal or duodecimal (by 12’s) system upon which the Gregorian calendar is based.

Instead of months, the Mayan solar year is divided into eighteen 20-day periods called vinals. In actuality the eighteen vinals, plus the five day vayeb, were a means of correlating the solar year to the 13:20 based tzolkin.

Long a puzzle to western archeologists, who early on understood its amazing sophistication and complexity, the Mayan calendar and mathematics have nonetheless been regarded as an anomalous curiosity, which no application to the modern world. Again, this prejudice must be seen as a function of the 12:60 consensus reality.

The fact of the matter is that the Mayan calendar contains the teaching of fourth-dimensional time that has eluded modern science, immersed as it is in the unexamined grip of third-dimensional Gregorian time. The nub of the Mayan teaching is the application of the 13:20 frequency to the creation and implementation of the calendar of the thirteen moons.

3. Breaking the Barrier: Releasing from the Spell of History

To grasp the distinction between 12:60 third-dimensional time and 13:20 fourth-dimensional time is to break the barrier of the consensus reality of materialism which now dooms all of our planetary existence.

Being based on a twelve-part division of space which denies the power of the thirteenth moon, which is the power of time, the Gregorian calendar consigns the consensus reality which accepts it to living exclusively in the third-dimension, the plane of physical reality. In this lies the rise of the gargantuan, many-headed hydra of materialism which reduces humans to enslavement to a material technology and degrades the planetary environment without hope of any other economic lifestyle options.

To break the grip of third-dimensional time blindly and illogically incorporated in the Gregorian calendar, is to break the spell of history and to release humanity once again into the natural order of reality. The accomplishment of this monumental task may be rendered heroic and celebratory by the relinquishing of the Gregorian calendar and the acceptance of the 13-moon calendar. Thirteen is the key to the Mayan galactic codes of fourth-dimensional time, and to the annual lunation cycles by which Earth is guided in her solar path.
The solar year, incorporating mean lunation and menstrual cycles, is most logically divided into thirteen 28-day months or moons, with one extra or free day. Auguste Comte (1798-1857, galactic signature: Red Galactic Dragon), French philosopher, founder of sociology and the school of logical positivism, first initiated the perpetual calendar of thirteen months of 28 days each. The extra 365th day he termed ‘year day,’ which was to fall between December 28 and January 1. During the 1930s a calendar reform movement utilizing the perpetual thirteen moon calendar gained wide official acceptance, only to be terminated by the Second World War.

The time has come once again. The hour of destiny calls upon humanity to relinquish addiction to prejudice and illogical traditions of all kinds if there is to be another generation. The perpetual 13-moon calendar presents itself one more time. In this presentation, the calendar of the thirteen moons is backed not only by logic, but by its link to the complete codes of fourth-dimensional time, the Mayan codes, the codes of the Dreamspell: Journey of Timeship Earth 2013.

In these codes are to be found the basis of movement through time, the means of social reorganization for the purpose of regenerating the Earth, and of allowing and granting forgiveness and equality to all. The call is out: Convene now the Planetary Calendar Councils. Disseminate the knowledge of the 13 Moons in Motion. Gather and prepare for the new time. May the day Magnetic Seed (July 26, 1993) proclaim the arrival of the Era of Universal Peace.

13 Moons in Motion:
13-Moon Planetary Kin Starter Calendar

YELLOW MAGNETIC SEED July 26, 1993-July 25, 1994

"The purpose of the 13-moon calendar is to assist in converting third-dimensional materialism into the fourth-dimensional rainbow nation.”

Dreamspell, Perpetual 13-Moon Calendar, p. 29

"No planetary kin of the rainbow nation can achieve the goal of launching Timeship Earth 2013 without following the thirteen moons. The 13-moon calendar is the synchronization module for establishing the planetary kin as one organism in contact with itself anywhere on the planet.”

Dreamspell, Perpetual 13-Moon Calendar and Thirteen Galactic Tone Wavespell, p. 62

"THIRTEEN PERFECT MOONS OF TWENTY EIGHT DAYS EACH. EACH MOON A PERFECT REFLECTION OF EVERY OTHER MOON. IN SEQUENCE, EACH MOON CARRIES ONE OF THIRTEEN GALACTIC TONES."

_Dreamspell, GENESIS, pp. 10-11_

1. The 13-Moon Calendar and the Nature of Time

Welcome to the fourth-dimension! You’ve been here all the time, but just haven’t known about it! Your ideas of time have been programmed by the clock and the 12-month calendar. The clock is actually third-dimensional measurements of space applied to the idea of time; while the 12-month Gregorian calendar is an illogical and inaccurate effort of keeping a count of days.

If the nature of space is interlocking sets and levels of atomic and molecular structures, the nature of time consists of interlocking levels and sets of holon simultaneities.

Just as the atom is the primal model and unit of space, so the holon is the primal model and unit of time. Space is the third-dimension, time is the fourth.

The base holon unit is the ‘perfect fifth:’ a tetrahedron (four-sided pyramid) and its invisible center point, the g-force core. G-force is the ‘mysterious’ fifth force; its core is always in the now. The holon-tetrahedron forms the underlying structure of the 13-tone wavespell. The 13-tone wavespell is the living cosmology of the fourth-dimension.
The 13-Tone Wavespell

The wavespell is the fourth-dimensional ‘standard of measure.’ The wavespell may be expanded or decreased according to the law of kin equivalents.

A kin is the fourth-dimensional ‘unit of measure.’ In the wavespell each of the 13 tones is accorded the equivalent of one kin. The wavespell can accommodate the count of 13 days, where one kin is one year, and so on.
The 13-moon calendar is also a wavespell, where one kin equals a moon of 28 days. Each 28-day moon is a perfect set of four seven day weeks. Each set of four weeks of the 13-moon calendar is an ‘augmented harmonic.’ The harmonic is a four-kin unit, the smallest aggregate unit of the 260-kin galactic spin.

The purpose of the 13-moon calendar is to synchronize the solar-lunar year of 365 days – 13 moons of 28 days each, 52 weeks of seven days each, plus green day [Day-Out-of-Time] – with the galactic spin of 260 kin (days). The 260 kin galactic spin is the ceaselessly spiraling vortex of time that synchronizes with the 13-moon calendar precisely every 52 years.

Each galactic spin consists of 20 13-kin (day) wavespells. These wavespells are arranged in five sets of four. Each set of four wavespells is color-coded: red, white, blue, and yellow.

The 13-moon calendar is programmed so that the color-coded 13-day wavespells appear in unending sequence as an overlay on the four seven-day weeks of each moon.
By following the 13-moon calendar for eight years – AD 1992-2000 – you can make the transition from the current third-dimensional model of time, seven-day week, to the galactic model of time, 13-kin wavespell.

2. The 13-Moon Calendar: A Vehicle of Liberation

The 13-Moon calendar is a special application of the 13-tone wavespell cosmology. The wavespell is the form-in-time of universal life. Universal life means that everything is alive. Since everything takes its form in time, time is life, time is biology, galactic biology, cosmic biology. The wavespell is actually a fourth-dimensional form of life, and may assume the qualities of a living being.

As a living being, the wavespell of the 13-moon calendar is a planetary vehicle of liberation and enlightenment. The 13-moon calendar is a vehicle which has the power of automatically and simultaneously entering every human on the planet into the new time of galactic culture on Earth.

The new time of the thirteen moons is the new path of life for creating equality and non-aggression on planet Earth. Once entered into, the new time of the 13-moon calendar synchronizes all humans with themselves and with the planet. Confusion will be eliminated, and forgiveness and liberation may be instantly granted. This liberation is the liberation from fear and ignorance. Why and how?

The 13-moon calendar places everyone in the correct time: now. The 13-moon calendar is without a history. It does not drag a past forward but brings the galactic order into focus, in the now. Now is without a history. The correct time is now, and the only enlightenment is now. Any now can be as simple as a breath of air, or as complex and overlaid as a profound meditative reflection.

Now-centered and without a history, the wavespell of the 13-moon calendar is a vehicle of salvation for all of humanity and the planet.

The 13-moon calendar is a skillful means provided by the Galactic Federation to enable every human to experience her or his own enlightenment. By following the 13-moon calendar, the human enters the perfect form of the annual planetary wavespell. The wavespell is the living galactic unit of time. It is the cosmobiological indicator of higher dimensional existence. It is the way lower dimensional existence evolves and awakens into its galactically enlightened form.

As an annual planetary wavespell, the 13-moon calendar describes the galactically attuned enlightenment body of planet Earth. This is why it is a complete vehicle and path of liberation from the confusion and torment of not knowing in the now – which is enlightenment. As a description of the enlightenment body of the Earth-in-time, the calendar of the 13-moon wavespell can bring all humans into enlightenment in the course of eight solar-lunar years.
3. To Become a Planetary Kin, Follow the Thirteen Moons

To enter the thirteen moon path is to enter a new world of time, a world of wavespells, pulsars and overtone pulsars, of harmonics, chromatics and galactic spins. The 13-moon calendar is the day-by-day approach to learning and living the different holon simultaneities of the fourth-dimension. By following the path of the calendar of the thirteen moons every human has the opportunity of becoming a planetary kin.

A planetary kin is a galactic enzyme passing through the wavespell-body of Earth-in-time. Because the 13-moon calendar is perfectly attuned to and coded by the 260-kin galactic spin, by following the path of the thirteen moons, any human is also imprinted by the 260 kin of the galactic spin. These 260 kin are the galactic enzyme codes of interdimensional existence. Understanding the interdimensional nature of existence, a planetary kin, free and equal with all other planetary kin, furthers the forces of galactic evolution and universal enlightenment.

Correct understanding of the fourth-dimension enables the planetary kin to understand the ignorance of deathfear, the chief failure of third-dimensional will. Overcoming deathfear, the planetary kin can dissolve the mental paralysis caused by belief in technology as a solution, and release from civilization understood as material infrastructure to be maintained at all costs. The only intelligent choice remaining to a planetary kin is the pursuit of universal life: telepathy and higher collective bonding with all of existence.

This transformative process is rendered natural and ordinary by the planetary service wavespell, the easy way of learning how to walk the path of the 13-moon calendar and to gain full entry into the fourth-dimension.

4. The 13-Moon Calendar and Planetary Service Wavespell

The thirteen tones of the 13-moon wavespell accommodate every expression of the holon in its moving pulsar and overtone pulsar forms.

The pulsar is an expression of the harmonic fourth. The overtone pulsar is a function of the chromatic fifth. The wavespell accommodates one complete set of four pulsars and five overtone pulsars. The pulsars provide the wavespell its ‘skeletal’ structure; the overtone pulsars provide the wavespell its powers of ‘locomotion.’

From the interaction of the different pulsars and overtone pulsars, the planetary service wavespell may be projected and constructed. The planetary service wavespell is the way planetary kin can synchronize their goals and action in annual increments on behalf of the betterment of themselves and the Earth.
The Four Pulsars according to the 13-Moon Wavespell.

1. Fourth-dimensional Time Pulsar: Magnetic Moon One; Overtone Moon Five; Solar Moon Nine; and Cosmic Moon Thirteen. Identify and fulfill purpose.

2. First-Dimension Life Pulsar: Lunar Moon Two; Rhythmic Moon Six; Planetary Moon Ten. Identify and fulfill challenge.

3. Second-Dimension Sense Pulsar: Electric Moon Three; Resonant Moon Seven; Spectral Moon Eleven. Identify and fulfill service.

4. Third-Dimension Mind Pulsar: Self-existing Moon Four; Galactic Moon Eight; Crystal Moon Twelve. Identify and fulfill form (of purpose, challenge, and service).
The Five Overtone Pulsars according to the 13-Moon Wavespell

1. Magnetic Time Overtone Pulsar: Magnetic Moon One; Rhythmic Moon Six; Spectral Moon Eleven (unifies fourth first and third dimensions).

2. Lunar Life Overtone Pulsar: Lunar Moon Two; Resonant Moon Seven; Crystal Moon Twelve (unifies first, second and third dimensions).

3. Electric Sense Overtone Pulsar: Electric Moon Three; Galactic Moon Eight; Cosmic Moon Thirteen (unifies second, third, and fourth dimensions).


5. Time-Life Overtone Pulsar: Overtone Moon Five; Planetary Moon ten (unifies fourth and first dimensions).
By learning the interlocking annual rhythms and patterns of action, collective planetary goals can be mapped and realized. By synchronizing behavior with the pulsars and overtone pulsars of the planetary service wavespell new and unexpected powers can be literally unearthed on behalf of the Earth and all that lives.

5. The Harmonic Perfection of the 13-Moon Calendar Wavespell

The wavespell perfection of the 13-moon calendar is a reflection of the profoundly harmonic order of galactic culture

- There are 13, 28-day moons to one solar-lunar year, or 364 days.
- There are 28, 13-day wavespells to one solar-lunar year, or 364 kin.
- There are 52, 7-day weeks to one solar-lunar year, or 364 days.
- Green day [Day-Out-Of-Time], galactic freedom day, (July 25), a day not counted on the 7-day week, is the 365th day.
- There are 365 days to one solar-lunar year.
- There are 260 kin to one galactic spin
- There are 52 years to one galactic-solar cycle, or 18,980 days.
- There are 73 galactic spins to one galactic solar cycle, or 18,980 kin.
- There are 13 accumulated days every 52 years (now counted as extra days every four years), which creates a galactic jubilee wavespell, like green day, celebrated outside of the calendar every 52 years.

Green day is the plus one factor. The plus one factor allows the fourth-dimensional sprocket of time to slip into a new chromatic every 365 days. Through chromatic shifts, g-force (interdimensional ‘fluid’) continues to circulate unimpeded through the 13-moon wavespell body of Earth-in-time.

The wavespell body of Earth-in-time is a fourth-dimensional event. By adopting the 13-moon wavespell calendar, humanity also becomes a fourth-dimensional event, a moving wavespell. It is by operating as thirteen moons in motion that the human organism becomes a unified collective being.

Acting as a 13-moon wavespell in motion, humanity generates g-force on its behalf. Without g-force, human life entropizes, becomes stale and past-bound. With g-force, life syntropizes, releases into the now, and aggregates telepathically

The time to pass from third-dimensional entropic materialism to fourth-dimensional syntropic telepathy is the eight solar-lunar years, AD 1992-2000.

\[
\begin{align*}
8\text{ solar-lunar years (x 365 days) =} \\
5\text{ synodic Venus cycles (x 584 days) =} \\
100\text{ lunations (x 29.20 days) =} \\
104\text{ moons (x 28 days) =} \\
2920\text{ days =}
\end{align*}
\]

The eight color-coded solar-lunar years of the 13-moon conversion:
Year One: Blue Cosmic Storm  July 26, 1992 – July 25, 1993  
Year Two: Yellow Magnetic Seed  July 26, 1993 – July 25, 1994  
Year Three: Red Lunar Moon  July 26, 1994 – July 25, 1995  
Year Five: Blue Self-existing Storm  July 26, 1996 – July 26, 1997  
Year Six: Yellow Overtone Seed  July 26, 1997 – July 25, 1998  
Year Seven: Red Rhythmic Moon  July 26, 1998 – July 25, 1999  

By following the 13-moon wavespell calendar during this eight-year cycle humanity can successfully cross over the harmonic threshold of galactic culture.

6. The Starter Calendar

Galactic culture is based on living in time, which is the fourth-dimension. The purpose of presenting the 13-moon wavespell as a two-year calendar is to offer enough ‘starter time’ for the new galactic culture to take.

The critical eight-year phase of the 13-moon wavespell, the path of enlightenment for all humanity, began with the Blue Cosmic Storm year, July 26, 1992 – July 25, 1993.

During this year the Interplanetary Council was called into action. This is the fourth-dimensional body of solar intelligence. By the 27th day of the Galactic Moon of the Blue Cosmic Storm Year (March 5, 1993), a new galactic spin commenced. This was the 9th 260-kin spin since the Harmonic Convergence, August 16-17, 1987, which opened the gates of galactic culture to humanity.

By Galactic Moon, Day 27, Magnetic Dragon on the galactic spin, the Earth Tribunal of the Interplanetary Council delivered its 13-moon decrees and commands for all the life of planet Earth. With these ultimatums, the wither ghost of the old order is collapsing.

Through this 9th galactic spin, ‘Thirteen Moons in Motion,’ the 13-moon calendar is to be dispersed throughout the planet. The grand climax and proclamation of this process will occur on the start of the second year of the eight-year 13-moon conversion cycle: Yellow Magnetic Seed AD 1993-94.

By the next Magnetic Dragon Day, Day 6 Overtone Moon, (November 20, 1993), the 10th galactic spin commences. This spin is called ‘Earth Detox,’ and runs through the remainder of the Yellow Magnetic Seed year.

During this time, humanity as planetary kin will be following the path of the thirteen moons. The planetary service wavespell will be fully in motion. The conversion of swords into plowshares will be underway. The interdimensional technologies needed to detoxify the Earth will be forthcoming.

The value of humanity united on behalf of cleaning up the Earth and transforming the material remnants of third-dimensional civilization is inestimable. In return is the full blessing of entering galactic culture.
7. Entering the Stream: Arrangement of Each Calendar Moon

When you begin to follow the path of the thirteen moons, you are entering a stream already in motion. This is the stream of galactic, fourth-dimensional reality. Once you enter you will see, you cannot enter the same stream twice. There is only learning.

Among the thirteen moons of the Yellow Magnetic Seed year, find your birthday. Note the Moon day number, the name of the day of the week, and the wavespell and its kin number. Then find your birthday among the thirteen moons of the next year. Note that your birthday is always on the same day of the week in the same Moon, but that the wavespell and kin number changes.

Also note that the correspondence between the moon day numbers and days of the week remains constant for any moon, e.g., the 13th day of any moon is always Friday the 13th. In this way, you can own and celebrate one of the 28 days as your own, moon after moon!

There are thirteen perfect moons each year – plus one green day (July 25). The thirteen moons with corresponding Gregorian calendar dates are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lunar Event</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Moon One:</td>
<td>July 26 – August 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar Moon Two:</td>
<td>August 23 – September 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Moon Three:</td>
<td>September 20 – October 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-existing Moon Four:</td>
<td>October 18 – November 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overtone Moon Five:</td>
<td>November 15 – December 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythmic Moon Six:</td>
<td>December 13 – January 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant Moon Seven:</td>
<td>January 10 – February 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galactic Moon Eight:</td>
<td>February 7 – March 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Moon Nine:</td>
<td>March 7 – April 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planetary Moon Ten:</td>
<td>April 4 – May 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectral Moon Eleven:</td>
<td>May 2 – May 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Moon Twelve:</td>
<td>May 30 – June 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmic Moon Thirteen:</td>
<td>June 27 – July 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Day:</td>
<td>July 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the planetary service wavespell, each of the thirteen Moons has a function coordinated by the pulsars and the overtone pulsars. These thirteen functions are associated with a Totem Animal (based on traditional Mayan astrology), as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lunar Event</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Animal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Moon One:</td>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>Bat unifies purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunar Moon Two:</td>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>Scorpion polarizes challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric Moon Three:</td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>Deer activates service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Existing Moon Four:</td>
<td>Form</td>
<td>Owl defines form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Each moon has four weeks of seven days each, each week running from Sunday through Saturday. Green day is outside of the Moons and the days of the week.

Since the four weeks function as an ‘augmented harmonic,’ each week of each moon possesses a different function, accordingly:

- **Week one:** days 1 – 7 initiate
- **Week two:** days 8 – 14 refine
- **Week three:** days 15 – 21 transform
- **Week four:** days 22 – 28 ripen

The moon of 28 days is the mean or average moon of the human female menstruation cycle. The actual lunation cycle is 29.20 days. Every eight years there are precisely 100 lunations of 29.20 days and 104 moons of 28 days each. This eight year cycle is called a lunar octave.

On the 13-moon calendar, a blank circle indicates a new moon and a white circle the full moon.

Other key holidays, as well as solstices and equinoxes are noted in their appropriate places. Gregorian calendar equivalences are noted in the lower left corner of each of the 28 days of each moon.

The 13-day wavespells form a four-color sequence overlay on the 28-day pattern of the 13-moons.

By studying the patterns, you can learn that 19 moons is the minimum cycle for the repetition of one pattern, e.g. Magnetic Moon One, Blue Cosmic Storm Year and Resonant Moon Seven, Yellow Magnetic Seed Year each encompass two complete wavespells, with the first and 28th days being the last and first days, respectively, of two other wavespells. But even here the colors of the wavespells differ. How many moons will it take before there is a return to the exact same wavespell pattern inclusive of color?

Note that for each thirteen-day wavespell, the first, fifth, ninth and thirteenth positions are highlighted. As in the 13-moon wavespell, these four positions mark the two gates
and two towers of the thirteen day wavespell. In this way you can learn that the pulsar codes apply equally to the thirteen day wavespells as well as to the wavespell of the thirteen moons. This is something of what is meant by the holon simultaneities of fourth-dimensional time.

The 13 kin (day) positions of each wavespell are numbered in galactic notation from 1-13.

The thirteen day wavespell is a function of the 260-kin galactic spin. There are 20 wavespells to one galactic spin. The color coding of the wavespells is unvarying: red-white-blue-yellow. This means that there are five sets of four wavespells each. Each of these sets is called a castle. The five castles with their wavespells are:

- Red Eastern Castle of Turning:
- White Northern Castle of Crossing:
- Blue Western Castle of Burning:
- Yellow Southern Castle of Giving:
- Green Central Castle of Enchantment:

As the 260-kin galactic enzyme code, there is an interlocking sequence of 20 solar seals and 13 galactic tones. These are arranged in 13 vertical columns of 20 units each. The names and icons of the seals are listed on the left hand side of the galactic enzyme code.

Each of the vertical columns of the 260-kin galactic enzyme code is called a harmonic run of 20 positions, there are five sequences of red-white-blue-yellow. Each of these sequences is called a time cell. The numbers 1-13 in galactic notation are repeated in succession beginning the upper left hand corner, and always proceeding from the bottom of one harmonic run to the top of the next. Wherever ‘1’ appears in galactic notation that marks the beginning of a wavespell.
Within the galactic enzyme code is a pattern of 52 kin which is called the Loom of the 13 Moons. Each of these 52 kin is called a “galactic activation portal.” These are special days for tuning into the activation of the enlightenment body of Earth-in-time. On the calendar of the 13 moons these galactic activation days are indicated by a hexagon in the lower right hand corner.

A diamond indicates one of the polar kin which regulate one of the four 65-day galactic spectra or seasons of the galactic spin.

At the bottom of each page your Moon calendar is a brief summary of which castle, which wavespell, which harmonic runs, and which kin numbers are encompassed by that Moon.

By following the path of the 13 moons you are learning anew. You are now fully entered into the stream of galactic culture.

If you wish to learn more about the galactic codes, then proceed directly to Dreamspell: The Journey of Timeship Earth 2013.

The following Almanac of Dreamspell Cycles gives greater detail to the Mayan roots and cyclic nature of radial fourth-dimensional time upon which are based the thirteen moons in motion.

### Arcturian Almanac:
**Dreamspell Catalog of Mayan Cycles**

#### 1. Historical Note

**Dreamspell: Journey of Timeship Earth 2013** is a pure formulation and updating of the mathematical calendar codes originally brought to this planet by the Maya. The Dreamspell is a new dispensation of time for our time. No one knew better than the Maya, nor recorded more accurately, the precise nature of the many cycle of time in which the Earth is involved as a planetary body within a galactic star system.

It was the intention of the Maya that their formulation of time, based on a frequency code of 13:20 (13 galactic tones, 20 solar frequencies), was to be a gift contributing to the fulfillment of human consciousness on planet Earth. Like the Hopi awaiting the Pahana, “the lost white brother,” the Maya awaited the arrival of their kin from the far side of the Atlantic.

On October 12, AD 1492 (Dreamspell 7 Earth of year 7 Storm), Christopher Columbus arrived in the “New World.” The hopes of the Maya, the Hopi, and all indigenous people, not only of the Americas, but of the entire planet were thoroughly shattered and destroyed. Genocide, enslavement, and colonization were the indigenous people’s reward. Never had the knowledge of a high civilization been so intentionally desecrated and destroyed as was that of the Maya.
In one single act of conquest, humanity was deprived of the gift of the knowledge of time. By 1583 the Catholic Church installed its “reform” of time known as the Gregorian calendar. Simultaneous to the proclamation of the Gregorian calendar was the development of mechanized time, the basis of all machine technology. Instead of the 13:20 galactic frequency of time, the planet was bequeathed with the 12:60 (12-month year, 60-minute hours) frequency of machine technology.

The 12:60 frequency of machine technology is surrogate time, which in actuality is based on standards of measurement of space. In the scientific and industrial revolutions that followed, the dominating, materialistic and acquisitive western mind engulfed the planet.

This same mind now seeks to conquer space as well. Humanity today is driven and obsessed by a space-based science and mathematics. In solely recognizing space without understanding time, science has created a crippled, suicidal race of enslaved humans helplessly living in a rapidly deteriorating planetary environment.

Until the human race is willing to own its mistake of living in the wrong time and removing itself from the influence of this wrong time, humanity has no hope whatsoever of curing itself of the problems which it alone has created.

The most immediate first step that needs to be taken is to relinquish the Gregorian calendar, replacing it instead with the mathematically accurate calendar of the thirteen moons. The thirteen moon calendar, 13 Moons in Motion, is the cornerstone of the new Mayan dispensation of time, Dreamspell: The Journey of Timeship Earth 2013. The Dreamspell is an information revolution for all of humanity that is based on the mathematics of time. Where space is the third-dimension, time is the fourth-dimension.

The mathematics of time has nothing to do with the mathematics of space. The mathematics of time is based on whole numbers and fractals; it is radial and not linear. This fourth-dimensional mathematic consists of interlocking sets of cycles that repeat with different significances through evermore expanding levels.

It is of utmost importance that the knowledge of time as the 13 Moons in Motion be disseminated through all media and education systems of the planet as rapidly as possible, and that the Gregorian calendar be relinquished as soon as possible. Once humanity is operating on the correct standard of time, it will have a proper basis of unification for accomplishing the enormous and heroic task that now challenges it.

Greater than any spiritual teaching is the gift of time.

2. The Fractal Cycles of Radial Time

The basic truth of radial time is that all units fractal each other. The base unit of galactic time is one kin. A kin may represent a day, a year, 20 years, 260 years, and so on. Take, for example, the galactic-solar breath fractal:
**Inhale:** ten kin (solar seal sequence Sun-Moon), can equal ten days where it is one half of a harmonic run, ten years where it is one half of a katun, or ten katuns where it is one half of a baktun.

**Exhale:** ten kin (solar seal sequence Dog-Storm), can equal ten days where it is one half of a harmonic run, ten years where it is one half of a katun, or ten katuns where it is one half of a baktun.

According to the galactic codes of time, there are the following base units:

1) **Color Code**
   Four color frequencies: red, white, blue yellow
   Overtone Fifth frequency: green

2) **Solar Code**
   Four colors moved by the overtone fifth create the 20 solar frequencies, represented by the 20 solar seals or icons. These are also represented in the dot-bar notation as the 0-19 code, the basis of all Mayan whole number Mathematics

3) **Galactic Code**
   Thirteen tones which constitute the 13-kin form of the wavespell constant

Galactic time is always now-centered and is based on cycles in which a terrestrial day is the equivalent of one kin. The two unifying cycles for planet earth are the galactic spin of 260 kin and the solar-lunar thirteen moons of 365 kin (364 kin plus green day), which intersect precisely every 52 years. This presentation of the cycles of time proceeds from the smallest to the largest cycles.

**Solar-lunar Synchronization Cycles**

1) **Harmonic**
   Four days (four kin: red, white, blue, yellow
   65 harmonics per galactic spin

2) **Chromatic**
   Five days (five kin: any of four sets of polar to gateway kin)
   52 chromatics per galactic spin

3) **Week**
   Seven days (seven kin: Sunday through Saturday)
   52 weeks per solar-lunar year

4) **Wavespell** (thirteen kin: galactic tones one to thirteen)
   20 wavespells per galactic spin
5) **Harmonic run (Mayan Baktun fractal)**
20 kin (solar seal sequence Dragon through Sun)
Thirteen harmonic runs per galactic spin

6) **Correlate dates (Mayan Vinal fractal)**
20 kin sequences for scoring the solar-lunar year to the galactic spin (green ring of galactic compass)
Eighteen per solar-lunar year plus one five kin sequence, July 21 – July 25 (Mayan Vayeb)

7) **Moon**
28 days (28 kin) of four weeks each, thirteen moons per solar-lunar year plus green day, July 25

8) **Castle**
52 days (52 kin) of four color-coded wavespells
red wavespell, white wavespell, blue wavespell, yellow wavespell
Five castles per galactic spin

9) **Galactic Spectrum**
65 days (65 kin) of thirteen chromatics each:
red galactic spectrum, white galactic spectrum,
blue galactic spectrum, yellow galactic spectrum
Four galactic spectra per galactic spin
(Mayan code burner days)

10) **Galactic spin**
260 days (260 kin) 20 wavespells, 65 harmonics, 52 chromatics, five castles, four galactic spectra
(Maya Tzolkin)

11) **Solar-lunar year**
365 days (365 kin) of thirteen moons, 52 weeks plus green day

**Galactic-Solar Synchronization Cycles:**

1) **Harmonic Return Cycle**
Four solar-lunar years measured from any significant even, i.e. a birthday or any solar-galactic synchronization which is always July 26.
Thirteen harmonic runs per galactic-solar 52-year cycle

2) **Holtun**
Five solar-lunar years, precisely the same as seven galactic spins less five days (1820 kin)
3) **Lunar Octave**
Eight solar-lunar years, precisely the same as five Venus rounds (584 days each) 104 moons (28 days or kin) and 100 lunations (29.20 days) for a total of 2920 kin

4) **Galactic Return**
Thirteen solar-lunar years (lunar octave plus holtun) measured from any significant event, i.e. a birthday or any solar-galactic synchronization which is always July 26.
Four galactic returns per 52 year cycle

5) **Mayan Katun** *(Score)*
20 solar-lunar years (four holtuns, five harmonic returns)
260 katuns per Great Cycle of 5200 years

6) **Galactic-Solar Return Cycle**
Precise synchronization of 52 solar-lunar years with 73 galactic spins. Thirteen harmonic returns and four galactic returns (18,980 kin)

7) **Galactic Chromatic or Fifth**
65 solar-lunar years or six thirteen-year galactic returns

8) **Galactic Hex or Sixth**
78 solar-lunar years or six thirteen-year galactic returns

9) **Galactic Seventh**
91 solar-lunar years or seven thirteen-year galactic cycles

10) **Century**
100 solar-lunar years, five katun (score), 20 holtuns, 25 harmonic returns

11) **Arcturian Chorus or Galactic Octave**
104 solar-lunar years, eight galactic returns, thirteen lunar octaves, 26 harmonic returns, 65 Venus rounds (37,960 kin)

12) **Great Katun** *(Mayan Ahau Katun)*
260 solar-lunar years, thirteen katuns, 20 per Great Cycle

13) **Baktun**
400 solar-lunar Dreamspell years, 20 katuns
Thirteen per Great Cycle

14) **Millennium**
Ten centuries of 50 katuns, 200 holtuns, 1,000 solar-lunar years
26 per Pleiadian year
15) **Great Cycle**  
5200 solar-lunar Dreamspell years, 260 Dreamspell centuries, five Great Cycle, same as one planetary Dreamspell  
Five per Pleiadian year

16) **Pleiadian year**  
26,000 solar-lunar Dreamspell years, 260 Dreamspell centuries, five Great Cycles, same as one planetary Dreamspell  
Four per Hunab Ku interval

17) **Hunab Ku Interval**  
104,000 solar-lunar Dreamspell years, 20 Great Cycles, 260 baktuns, four Pleiadian years.

The above cycles are only the most relevant for human purposes at this time. By no means do these cycles exhaust the fractal possibilities of galactic time and mathematics.

**Note:** Dreamspell years are not the same as Classic Mayan reckoning. As a new dispensation of galactic time, Dreamspell takes its count from –23,987 (BC). All discrepancy of time and leap year days are accounted for in this reckoning. It is commonly agreed that the Mayan Great Cycle has as its point of departure the approximate date of August 13, 3113 BC. In Dreamspell years this date is –3187. The discrepancy of 74 years is absorbed in the Dreamspell as a function of the new dispensation of time.

Like the thirteen moon calendar, the Dreamspell has no history. It is an overlay of galactic time intended to help humans overcome their disturbed and conflicting views of history. The common point between the Mayan tradition as it survived and the Dreamspell is the galactic synchronization (Gregorian calendar date July 26 – July 16, Julian or pre-Gregorian calendar), which always falls on one of the four gateway solar seals: Red Moon, White Wizard, Blue Storm, Yellow Seed.

The Dreamspell is truly galactic in origin. Its comprehensive set of cyclic fractals is like a set of lenses that view the Earth and its solar system from the fourth-dimension. It is neither heliocentric nor geocentric, but both and beyond. More than science or theory, the Dream-spell is meant to be lived. The key into the Dreamspell for the mass of humanity at this time is the calendar “Thirteen Moons in Motion.”

According to the Dreamspell, Columbus arrived in America during a 7 Storm year. This 7 Storm year occurs 520 years later in the year AD 2012. the celebration of the 500th Anniversary of Columbus’ arrival occurs in a 13 Storm year, AD 1992. this celebration is actually the announcement of the final katun of the 5200 year, 260 katun Great Cycle of the Maya and of the 26,000 year, 1300 katun planetary Dreamspell cycle.

One katun fractals all katuns. Within one scale a katun may be a day, within another scale a katun may be 1300 years or more. Though it may appear to be a super human effort everything that has gone astray as a result of not understanding the Mayan gift of time, can now be rectified within this final katun.
COLOPHON:

*Time, the g-force webs our cells to each passing day.*
*The webbing of a day is called a kin.*
The body is kin to every other body.
The Earth is the medium which g-force uses
to web each body to every other body,
kin after kin, spin after spin.

*My body is kin to all other kin.*
The dog is kin as are the trees,
and every stone and blade of grass are webbed to me as kin.
*Multiple and numberless are my kin.*
*Webbed, renewed at every moon*
*and recycled every solar spin,*
*breathed as time, galactic web.*
*Each dawn marries me*
to my infinite and ceaseless round of kin.

Recorded at the Inn of the Mayan Cycles
8 Storm, Electric 5, Blue Cosmic Storm Year
(AD 1992)
TURTLE OF THE THIRTEEN MOONS

INDIGENOUS TIME FOR ALL HUMANS
The Thirteen Moon Turtle

All Indigenous Peoples of the Earth know and respect the wisdom and power of the turtle. Within turtle’s shell is the knowledge of time and the wisdom of the thirteen moons. Turtle’s wisdom is the power of cosmic knowledge.

Thirteen scales make up the back of turtle’s shell. It takes thirteen moons for Earth to go around the sun just once. Among the Indigenous Peoples of North America, Earth is known as Turtle Island. To remember that Earth is Turtle Island is to remember the way of the Earth guided by the cosmic power of thirteen moons.

In the original time, turtle’s wisdom was known by every child of the Earth. Every child knew that thirteen moons is the path to walk. It is the path of life that needs no explaining.

After the original time came the seeds and the planting. Then came the sword, and the forgetting. During the last four hundred years the Indigenous Peoples of the planet retreated deeper into the forest, the wilderness, the jungle. Wherever they went, they were followed by the machine and the twelve-month calendar of colonialism. Deprived of their own time, the Indigenous Peoples were forced into the false time of the machine.

Now it is 1993, proclaimed by the United Nations as the Year of the Indigenous Peoples. Once again the memory of thirteen moons has been released from turtle’s back. One turtle scale for each moon, thirteen perfect moons of 28 days each. Four phases of the moon, four perfect weeks of seven days to every moon. Thirteen perfect moons, 52 perfect weeks, 364 days, plus a day out of time every year. This is the perfect wisdom of turtle’s thirteen scales.

July 24, AD 1993, will be the last day of the non-indigenous calendar of colonialism. July 25 will be a day out of time. July 26 will be the first day of the return of the thirteen moons. Turtle Island is in motion, thirteen moons, one galactic ocean.

July 25, day out of time. Celebrate the advent of galactic culture on Earth. Return to the indigenous path of the thirteen moons. Awaken to the dawning of a culture of peace on Earth.

July 26, celebrate the first day of the new time, the return of the thirteen moons. Join in the triumph of Indigenous wisdom. Return to the path of the thirteen moons, the way of Turtle Island.

Thirteen Moon Turtle in Motion

All children of the Earth are indigenous to the Earth. Turtle Island is their heritage. Thirteen moons is their way.

Ask turtle: What does it take to set the thirteen moons in motion?
Turtle replies: 20 fingers and toes are needed to set the thirteen moons in motion. 20 human tribes are needed to make Turtle Island a worthy timeship swimming in the great galactic ocean.

20 tribes of time organized into four great clans can dance and play the thirteen moons into motion: the yellow fire clan, the red blood clan, the white truth clan and the blue sky clan. Each clan has five tribes; the 20 tribes of time.

Each moon has four phases; four phases, four clans, two feet, two hands. Four is the power of form that completes itself. Four is the power of form that completes itself. On each of two hands and two feet are five fingers and five toes. Five is the overtone that powers the form of four.

Thirteen moons, 20 tribes of time, four clans, four hands and feet, 20 fingers and toes. Indigenous time is known as 13:20. Thirteen moons, 20 fingers and toes, that is what it takes to make our time into a sovereign Earth work of art.

13:20 is indigenous time, thirteen moon time. We are not the first to know this. More than 1,000 years ago, the Indigenous Maya of Central America kept the most accurate calendars every known. They knew the count of the thirteen moons and much more.

The new Thirteen Moon calendar has been adopted for all children of the Earth today. As in the Mayan thirteen moon count an animal spirit power is associated with each of the moons. Look at the list of the thirteen moons. In which moon is your birthday, and which is your animal spirit power?

The Thirteen Moons of Turtle Island

- **Magnetic Bat** brings the First Moon
- **Lunar Scorpion** brings the Second Moon
- **Electric Deer** brings the Third Moon
- **Self-existing Owl** brings the Fourth Moon
- **Overtone Peacock** brings the Fifth Moon
- **Rhythmic Lizard** brings the Sixth Moon
- **Resonant Monkey** brings the Seventh Moon
- **Galactic Hawk** brings the Eighth Moon
- **Solar Jaguar** brings the Ninth Moon
- **Planetary Dog** brings the Tenth Moon
- **Spectral Serpent** brings the Eleventh Moon
- **Crystal Rabbit** brings the Twelfth Moon
- **Cosmic Turtle** brings the Thirteenth Moon

### Day Out of Time, July 25

It all starts this year, with a day out of time, July 25, 1993. Celebrate the end of the old time and the coming of the thirteen moons.
Thirteen Moons: A Sovereign Path to Walk

*Turtle says:* thirteen moons make one year. For Turtle Island, time is measured in wavespells. Thirteen moons, or one year, is one complete wavespell of time. A wavespell is the galactic measure of time. A wave is motion in time, and a spell is what is known during that motion of time. This is what turtle knows swimming in the ocean of galactic time.

The wavespell is the name of the path made by the thirteen moons. To know one wavespell is to know all wavespells. The thirteen moons is not only a calendar but a path to be followed by every child of the Earth.

Thirteen moons, one wavespell, a common path to be walked by the 20 tribes of time. Each wavespell is a movement of thirteen steps. It takes thirteen steps to complete and know one spell of time. Child of the morning, child of the sun, follow the Earth wisdom path of the thirteen moons. Be in truth and rhythm with all that is. Become a sovereign human in your time.

The Thirteen-Step Wavespell Path of Human Sovereignty

- **First Moon:** Moon of Purpose: what is my purpose?
- **Second Moon:** Moon of Challenge: what is my challenge?
- **Third Moon:** Moon of Service: how can I best serve?
- **Fourth Moon:** Moon of Form: what is the form my service will take?
- **Fifth Moon:** Moon of Radiance: how can I best empower myself?
- **Sixth Moon:** Moon of Equality: how can I extend my equality to others?
- **Seventh Moon:** Moon of Attunement: how can I attune my service to others?
- **Eighth Moon:** Moon of Integrity: do I live what I believe?
- **Ninth Moon:** Moon of Intention: how do I attain my purpose?
- **Tenth Moon:** Moon of Manifestation: how do I perfect what I do?
- **Eleventh Moon:** Moon of Liberation: how do I release and let go?
- **Twelfth Moon:** Moon of Cooperation: how can I dedicate myself to all that lives?
- **Thirteenth Moon:** Moon of Presence: How can I expand my joy and love?

The thirteen-step wavespell can be walked by yourself in everything you do. Ask and answer these questions for yourself. Walk the thirteen moon wavespell path and become a sovereign autonomous human.

Together with all the children of the Earth, you can walk thirteen moons. Together on the thirteen moon path you can attain abundance and equality for all, for seven generations to come.

It all starts this year, July 26, 1993. The Thirteen Moon Calendar, a new calendar for a new time, an indigenous calendar for a sovereign humanity.
Following the Wavespell to AD 2013

_Turtle says:_ the way of the wavespell is found in my back. With your finger, follow the numbers on turtle’s back beginning with a single dot for one, bar for five, up to two bars and three dots for thirteen.

The path you trace with your finger is a wavespell. The dot bar way of writing numbers is a gift of the indigenous Maya.

The Mayan way of writing numbers is simple. With the up to four dots and three bars, nineteen numbers can be created, plus one sign for both zero _and_ 20.

For Maya, zero is like a shell, both full and empty. With this full and empty zero, the Maya perfected the 20 count. This zero-based 20 count is more accurate, flexible and vast than the non-indigenous ten-count. Before the coming of colonialism, the Maya were the indigenous Earth custodians of the galactic measure of time. This is why their calendars are still the most accurate known to Turtle Island. Of course, Turtle also remembers all of this.

_Turtle says:_ You can learn to count the Indigenous Mayan way by learning the 20 tribes on your fingers and toes.

Four Clans, Two Feet, Two Hands, 20 Fingers and Toes  
20 Tribes of Time Who Walk the Path of Thirteen Moons

**Right Hand: Yellow Fire Clan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thumb</th>
<th>Yellow Sun Tribe</th>
<th>0/20 – No Bar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index Finger</td>
<td>Red Dragon Tribe</td>
<td>One Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Finger</td>
<td>White Wind Tribe</td>
<td>Two Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Finger</td>
<td>Blue Night Tribe</td>
<td>Three Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Finger</td>
<td>Yellow Seed Tribe</td>
<td>Four Dot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Right Foot: Red Blood Clan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Big Toe</th>
<th>Red Serpent Tribe</th>
<th>One Bar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index Toe</td>
<td>White World-Bridge Tribe</td>
<td>One Bar One Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Toe</td>
<td>Blue Hand Tribe</td>
<td>One Bar Two Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Toe</td>
<td>Yellow Star Tribe</td>
<td>One Bar Three Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Toe</td>
<td>Red Moon Tribe</td>
<td>One Bar Four Dot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Left Hand: White Truth Clan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thumb</th>
<th>White Dog Tribe</th>
<th>Two Bar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Index Finger</td>
<td>Blue Monkey Tribe</td>
<td>Two Bar One Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Finger</td>
<td>Yellow Human Tribe</td>
<td>Two Bar Two Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Finger</td>
<td>Red Skywalker Tribe</td>
<td>Two Bar Three Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Finger</td>
<td>White Wizard Tribe</td>
<td>Two Bar Four Dot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Left Foot: Blue Sky Clan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toe</th>
<th>Tribe</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Toe</td>
<td>Blue Eagle Tribe</td>
<td>Three Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Toe</td>
<td>Yellow Warrior Tribe</td>
<td>Three Bar One Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Toe</td>
<td>Red Earth Tribe</td>
<td>Three Bar Two Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Toe</td>
<td>White Mirror Tribe</td>
<td>Three Bar Three Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Toe</td>
<td>Blue Storm Tribe</td>
<td>Three Bar Four Dot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Turtle says:* 20 tribes, 20 fingers and toes. That is all it takes to guide Turtle Island to AD 2013. AD 2013 is an island in the ocean of time where turtles come to renew themselves in the full glory of the sun.

Walking the sovereign wavespell path of thirteen moons, the solar children of them 20 tribes of time can guide Turtle Island to AD 2013.

**Turtle Island: The Dreamspell Journey of Timeship Earth 2013**

Thirteen moons is a path to walk to accomplish the Earth ethical way, the path of sovereign autonomous human. There is no human who is not indigenously autonomous and sovereign. There is no human who is not indigenously a child of the sun, walking the path of the Earth in rhythm with the moon. The thirteen moon path is for waking up and remembering again our journey as one family, one species, one destiny of origin.

*Turtle says:* Thirteen moons is the measure of Turtle Island’s solar wavespell, one year’s motion around the sun. But what is the measure of the thirteen moons.

*Turtle says:* Swimming in the galactic ocean, Turtle Island gauges its direction by two spins. The 365-day solar spin measured by the thirteen moons goes one direction. Another spin of 260 days goes the other direction. It is the 260-day counter-spin that is the measure of the thirteen moons.

The 260 day count is the tzolkin or sacred count of the ancient Indigenous Maya. The 365-day spin anchors Turtle Island to the sun. The 260 day counter spin anchors Turtle Island to the galaxy and cosmic time. The 260 day-count is the galactic standard of time. The calendar of colonialism could know nothing of the galactic standard because it is based on twelve months and not thirteen moons. Thirteen is the cosmic number. Just count the scales on the turtle’s back.

*Turtle says:* The 260 day sacred count is what counts you in as a member of the 20 tribes of planetary kin. 20 tribes of time, 20 fingers and toes. Of all Earth’s species, only human has 20 fingers and toes and knows how to count time. Every human has a solar birthday and a guiding thirteen moon animal spirit power.

Every solar day counted in the Thirteen Moon Calendar is also marked by a day in the 260 day count. Because of this, in the Thirteen Moon Calendar, every human also has a birthday on the 260 day sacred count. The galactic birthday identifies every human as a member of one of five Earth families and one of 260 galactic signatures. A galactic
signature is taken from the 260 day count which falls on the day of your birth in the solar count.

The 260 day count consists of the 20 solar tribes combined with the 13 numbers of the wavespell. 20 time thirteen equals 260. This means that the 260 day count has a spin of 20 wavespells, the galactic standard of indigenous 13:20 time.

In the sacred count, every year your solar birthday rotates through one of four tribes, and one of thirteen numbers. Since there are 365 days to the solar spin and 260 days to the galactic spin it takes 52 years for the two spins to meet at the same place again! It takes 52 years to completely know your own Earth Family.

There are some of the wonders of indigenous Earth time we could not know about by following the twelve-month calendar of colonialism.

Now you can learn more about 13:20 time by playing a game called Dreamspell: The Journey of Timeship Earth 2013. The Dreamspell shows what can be done to safely navigate Turtle Island to its island in time, AD 2013. Just as turtle has the wisdom and knowledge of time on its back, so Turtle Island is a Timeship navigating the waters of the galactic ocean.

Turtle says: Turtle Island is now passing out of the Dreamspell of colonialism into the Dreamspell of galactic time, the source of all indigenous wisdom and knowing. A Dreamspell is what we create together in time. Colonialism was one Dreamspell. The way of the thirteen moons is another Dreamspell. The new Dreamspell begins with your fingers and toes. 20 fingers and toes, 20 tribes of time, five Earth Families walking together the path of the thirteen moons:

The Five Earth Families of Timeship Earth 2013

**Polar Earth Family:** Bar Family, Thumbs and Big Toes

Yellow Sun Tribe  | Zero/No Bar  | Right Thumb
Red Serpent Tribe | One Bar      | Right Big Toe
White Dog Tribe   | Two Bar      | Left Thumb
Blue Eagle Tribe  | Three Bar    | Left Big Toe

**Cardinal Earth Family:** One Dot Family, Index Fingers and Toes

Red Dragon Tribe  | One Dot     | Right Index Finger
White World-Bridger Tribe | One Bar One Dot | Right Index Toe
Blue Monkey Tribe | Two Bar One Dot | Left Index Finger
Yellow Warrior Tribe | Three Bar One Dot | Left Index Toe

**Core Earth Family:** Two Dot Family, Middle Fingers and Toes

White Wind Tribe  | Two Dot | Right Middle Finger
Blue Hand Tribe   | One Bar Two Dot | Right Middle Toe
Yellow Human Tribe  Two Bar Two Dot Left Middle Finger
Red Earth Tribe    Three Bar Two Dot Left Middle Toe

**Signal Earth Family:** Three Dot Family, Ring Fingers and Toes

Blue Night Tribe  Three Dot Right Ring Finger
Yellow Star Tribe One Bar Three Dot Right Ring Toe
Red Skywalker Tribe Two Bar Three Dot Left Ring Finger
White Mirror Tribe Three Bar Three Dot Left Ring Toe

**Gateway Earth Family:** Four Dot Family, Little Fingers and Toes

Yellow Seed Tribe Four Dot Right Little Finger
Red Moon Tribe One Bar Four Dot Right Little Toe
White Wizard Tribe Two Bar Four Dot Left Little Finger
Blue Storm Tribe Three Bar Four Dot Left Little Toe

---

**Polar Kin Sound the Call**
**Cardinal Kin Establish the Genesis**
**Core Kin Mine the Tunnels**
**Signal Kin Unravel the Mystery**
**Gateway Family Opens the Portals**

Which is your family which is your way?

*Turtle says:* If you want to find out more about the secrets of time held in turtles shell, then you must find the Dreamspell game and learn how to play the Earth Sovereign Way!

Indigenous wisdom is of the Earth. The Earth is our sovereign home, our Timeship, our destiny to know. Listen to the wisdom of our indigenous heritage, the words of Black Elk, a Lakota Medicine Man:

"Then I was standing on the highest mountain of all and around about beneath me was the whole hoop of the world... And I saw the sacred hoop of my people was one of many hoops that made one circle, wide as daylight and as starlight, and in the center grew one mighty flowering tree to shelter all the children of one mother and one father. And I saw that it was holy"

"Then as I stood there, two men were coming from the east... They came and gave a herb to me... It was the day break star herb, the herb of understanding, and they told me to drop it on the earth. I saw it falling far and when it struck the earth it rooted and grew and flowered, four blossoms on one stem, a blue, a white, a red, and a yellow; and the rays from these streamed upward to the heavens so that all creatures saw it and in no place was there darkness."

This July 25, take a day out of time.
Take time to return to the path of the thirteen moons.
Let Turtle Island sail free once again in the ocean of galactic time.
Human Holon
Know Your Fingers and Toes
260-Kin Galactic Enzyme Code/Tzolkin
Thirteen refers to the thirteen galactic tones or powers of creation, which are also encoded in the thirteen moons or annual lunations. 20 refers to the 20 solar frequencies encoded as the 20 icons or solar seals. Upon this timing frequency was based the tzolkin or 260-kin “sacred calendar.”

Combined with the solar cycle of 365 days, the tzolkin gave the Maya the fractal yardstick by which they could construct calendars and timing systems that demonstrate the harmonic order of the solar system and galaxy in general. Within these constructs, the Maya also maintained lunar calendars and eclipse cycles of utmost precision.

Because the basis of the Mayan calendar was the 260-kin tzolkin and not the 360 degree circle, there was no need to correlate the lunation cycle to the solar year through the abstract concept of ‘months.’ The Mayan mathematic, based on an elegant and more sophisticated dot-bar notation system, is vigesimal not decimal, that is, based on 20’s rather than 10’s. This gives the Mayan mathematical system a fractal and exponential flexibility not exhibited by the decimal or duodecimal (by 12’s) system upon which the Gregorian calendar is based.

The fact of the matter is that the Mayan calendar contains the teaching of fourth dimensional time that has eluded modern science, immersed as it is in the unexamined grip of third-dimensional Gregorian time. The nub of the Mayan teaching is the application of the 13:20 frequency to the creation and implementation of the calendar of the thirteen moons.

**Thirteen Moons in Motion**

The complete description and analysis of the harmonious and cosmic nature of the Thirteen Moon Calendar superseding the anachronistic Gregorian Calendar.